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ABSTRACT
To exploit the explicit and implicit advantages of data parallelism and heavily threaded modern multi-core
processors, specifically the NVIDIA family of general purpose graphic processing unit (GPGPU), research efforts
such "Accelerating Line of Sight Computation Using GPUs" [Manocha 2005] and "Implementing a GPU-Enhanced
Cluster for Large-Scale Simulations" [Lucas 2007] addressed the various problems found in military simulations,.
Yet there remain many other practical uses for the GPU in these types of simulation applications. An example
application that has immediate use for a fast and large-scale graph-based construct is a route-planning algorithm
found in complex urban conflict simulation, e.g. the Joint Semi-Automated Forces (JSAF) simulation. JSAF
currently employs a heuristic A* search algorithm to do route planning for its millions of entities -- the algorithm is
sequential and thus very computationally expensive. Using the GPU, the JSAF simulation can off-load the route
planning component to the GPU and remove one of its major bottlenecks.
The objective of this research effort is to build a framework that utilizes all the features and raw computational
power of the GPU architecture to solve the above challenge. Our research effort addresses the many challenges of
parallel programming on the GPU, e.g. data locality, massive thread counts, and race conditions, to name a few.
Our project will greatly benefit the modeling and simulation community facing issues specific to route-planning and
of particular interest are those simulations dealing with dense urban environments, homeland security, and mass
casualty and disaster simulations. We achieve this goal by providing a practical and seemingly "endless" source of
raw computing powers found in GPUs for massively large graph-based family of problems.
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